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Securing AWS with Vectra
Executive summary
Cloud benefits are seemingly endless, however, when
viewed through the lens of a security professional—the
speed, scale and connectivity gained can also open the
door for cyberattackers. These days securing the cloud requires a
new way of thinking, which comes as no surprise to Mirza Baig, IT Security
Manager at Municipal Property Assessment Corporation (MPAC), Ontario’s
property expert that delivers property values, insights and services to
taxpayers, municipalities, government and businesses.
Mirza and his small but mighty team operate as an Amazon Web Services (AWS)
shop that is responsible for securing the organization’s information, data and
domains from an operational, compliance, and risk management perspective.
They prioritize visibility across their environment by utilizing different security
controls to help keep tabs on any abnormalities.

Organization
Municipal Property Assessment Corporation

Industry
Professional Services

Challenge
Lack of lateral movement visibility within organization

Selection criteria
An AI-based Network Detection and Response (NDR) solution to
automate SOC inefficiencies and increase lateral movement visibility

Results

“We are an AWS shop. Using AWS VPC Traffic
Mirroring, Vectra gives us full visibility into our
Nitro-based instances.”

• Detection of lateral movement within organization
• Full visibility into AWS Nitro-based instances
• Detection of abnormal activity within their AWS environment
and infrastructure

Mirza Baig
IT Security Manager at Municipal Property
Assessment Corporation (MPAC)
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No Lateral Movement Allowed
As an IT security veteran, but newer to MPAC, Mirza needed to get the lay of the
land in terms of the security solutions the team was utilizing. He was pleased to
find that the team had already prioritized removing any blind spots, which is key
to having the ability to detect attacker behavior. One of the solutions the team
had in place was Vectra, an AI-driven network detection and response solution
that among other things, helps MPAC stop any lateral movement across cloud or
enterprise workloads.

“The blind side that we had before Vectra was
the lateral movement within the organization.
We didn’t have good visibility,” said Mirza.
When it comes to identifying lateral movement, Vectra is able to find attackers
who have bypassed preventative tools like multi-factor authentication (MFA) or
endpoint solutions and spot their activity before an attack occurs.
Mirza added, “now we are aware and have really good visibility.”
In addition to detecting lateral movement, Vectra allows MPAC’s SOC to augment
their skills with artificial intelligence (AI) so they can automate the prioritization
of threats based on risk and privilege, triage the highest-risk threats and
investigate behavior-based threat signals. Mirza says they have other security
controls along with Vectra, which makes things really challenging for any threats
to get in, but the team really values the investigation features Vectra provides
compared to other solutions.
“Vectra makes investigation easy. Vectra has an edge over their competitors when
it comes to this,” he said.
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Small Shop at Heart, Big Cloud Usage
For a small shop, this team has made AWS a big part of their overall
infrastructure strategy, and are not willing to sacrifice visibility across their
environment—in AWS or otherwise as they continue to deploy cloud workloads
down the road.
“We are an AWS shop,” says Mirza. “Using AWS VPC Traffic Mirroring, Vectra
gives us full visibility into our Nitro-based instances.”
“Sometimes we have some abnormal activity within AWS or within our
infrastructure and Vectra alerts on those activities,” says the IT Security
Manager. Mirza explains that not all detections mean something malicious
has happened, but his SOC team still needs to know about them. “Like when
a developer makes an update or changes something that could have security
implications. When this is the case, my team needs to know in case any
security controls need to be adjusted.”
In addition to keeping the team informed, these are instances that would
otherwise go undetected and could even include attacker behavior. With Vectra,
Mirza and his team can detect more of what matters, expand their reach as a
team with AI lending a hand and respond to any in-progress threats that occur.
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Cloud or On-Prem, Any Place Can Be a Happy Place
With Visibility
Certainly, new technology environments can create challenges, especially for
security professionals busy sifting through alerts and constantly adjusting
to any new or existing threats. The SOC team at MPAC is no different. By
leveraging the right security solutions and controls, the team is visibly
secure—and happy.
“We love Vectra! My entire team loves Vectra. I am not looking to move to any
other NDR solution in the near future.”

“We love Vectra! My entire team loves
Vectra. I am not looking to move to any
other NDR solution in the near future.”
Mirza Baig
IT Security Manager at Municipal Property
Assessment Corporation (MPAC)
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